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Abstract: The article deals with a BCM model that allows managers to outline the value cre-
ation process. In contrast to the business plan, this business model describes how to create 
and deliver value (product or service) to clients, as well as how to create demand, the network 
of customer-suppliers and how the company will earn money. The BCM model describes the 
basic principles of value creation by enterprises, their capture and delivery. In the first part of 
the article authors try to define of term of business model based on a literature review. The case 
study presented later shows how to use strategic analysis methods to determine the current 
state and build a complex business model. The results showed that the implementation of the 
proposed solution can help the company achieve its goal and further development.

Keywords: BMC model, business model, manager 4.0, strategic analysis methods

Streszczenie: Artykuł dotyczy modelu BCM, który umożliwia menedżerom zarysowanie pro-
cesu tworzenia wartości. W przeciwieństwie do biznesplanu ten model biznesowy opisuje, jak 
tworzyć i dostarczać klientom wartość (produkt lub usługę), a także jak tworzyć popyt, sieć 
klientów-dostawców i jak firma będzie zarabiać pieniądze. Model BCM opisuje podstawowe 
zasady tworzenia wartości przez przedsiębiorstwa, ich ujmowania i dostarczania. W pierw-
szej części artykułu autorzy starają się zdefiniować pojęcie modelu biznesowego na podstawie 
przeglądu literatury. Przedstawione później studium przypadku pokazuje, jak stosować me-
tody analizy strategicznej do ustalenia aktualnego stanu i zbudowania złożonego modelu biz-
nesowego. Wyniki pokazały, że wdrożenie proponowanego rozwiązania może pomóc firmie 
osiągnąć cel i dalszy rozwój.

Słowa kluczowe: BMC model, model biznesowy, menedżer 4.0, metody analizy strategicznej

Introduction

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (Industry 4.0) means a changes not only in 
a production, but in whole world. People are connected in social media, and this is 
transferred to the field of industry, where machines, items and employees get linked 
into a network in virtual reality by means of IoT (Internet of Things) technology. 
Communication between machines and their users is disseminated using digital 
connections in the real time. Production processes are available and managed in 
virtual space, whereas ICT (Information and Communication Technology) domi-
nated contemporary business models1. All of this means also a new challenges for 
managers. New communication technologies have resulted in cheap and easy access 
to information, including in terms of global offers. Customers are well oriented and 
therefore more demanding. To find in the area of market interest is not enough to 
focus on a product or service, but it is necessary to create an offer that will be a va-
lue to the customer, both in the area of product or service, but also in area of the 

1  N. Szozda, Industry 4.0 and its impact on the functioning of supply chains, “Logforum” 2017, No. 13 (4).
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price, method of delivery and communication with the customer2. The changes in 
the conditions of competition have increased interest in business models that could 
ensure the company’s success in the new environment. 

The term “business model” is not old. Main interest of business models we can 
find in 90. years of last century. And despite we have at least a few definitions in the 
literature is really difficult to find one, which is accepted by all business community. 
Some kind of comparison of definitions of business model was showed in article of 
S.M. Shafer, H.J. Smith, J.C. Linder (2005)3. These authors in 12 definitions found 
42 different, unique elements of business model. The deeper analyse allowed them 
to identified four major categories, which describes the business models. These are: 
strategic choices, creating value, capturing value and the value network (table 1)4. 

Table 1. Components of business model by S.M. Shafer, H.J. Smith and J.C. Linder
Tabela 1. Komponenty modelu biznesu według S.M. Shafera, H J. Smitha i J.C. Linder
Strategic Choices Value Network
Customer (target market, scope)
Value proposition
Capabilities / Competences
Revenue / Pricing
Competitors
Output (offering)
Strategy
Branding
Differentiation
Mission

Suppliers
Customer information
Customer relationship
Information flows
Product / Service flows

Create Value Capture Value

Resources / Assets
Processes / Activities

Cost
Financial aspects
Profit

Source: S.M. Shafer, H.J. Smith, J.C. Linder, The power of business models, “Business Hori-
zons” 2005, No. 48.

So, how we can define the business model. For R. Amit and C. Zott (2001) the 
business model depicts the content, structure and governance of transactions desi-
gned so as to create value through the exploitation of business opportunities5. The 
same authors (2010) write that to design of business models is need two sets of 

2  H. Howaniec, Zaangażowanie społeczne przedsiębiorstw jako element marketingu wartości, CeDe-
Wu, Warszawa 2019.
3  S.M. Shafer, H.J. Smith, J.C. Linder, The power of business models, “Business Horizons” 2005, No. 48.
4  Ibidem.
5  R. Amit, C. Zott, Value Creation in e-Business, “Strategic Management Journal” 2001, No. 22, https://
doi.org/10.1002/smj.187.
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aspects that business model designers need to consider: design elements (content, 
structure and governance) that describe the architecture of the activity system, and 
design themes (novelty, lock-in, complementarities and efficiency) that describe the 
sources of value creation of the activity system6. But in the literature we can also find 
completely different definitions of the business model. H.W. Chesbrough (2003, 
2010) connects the business model with technical innovation7. For A. Osterwalder 
and Y. Pigneur (2010), but also for B. Demil and X. Lecocq (2010) a conception of 
business model is the way how to achieve a competitive advantage and it belong 
to traditional strategy lexicon8. Other view have Baden-Fuller and Morgan (2010) 
which treatment the business model as a stand-alone concept9. Similarly, C. Mar-
kides and L. Sosa (2013) distinguish between market entry decisions and business 
model choice10. They agree with Amit and Zott (2001), that the business model sho-
uld be able to link two dimensions of firm activity - value creation and value cap-
ture11. To sum up, despite different viewpoints of different authors, we can say that 
the business model should describe how the company builds and uses its resources 
to offer its customers better value than their competitors and how it allows them to 
earn money. A good business model enables a company to gain lasting competitive 
advantage, which in the long run gives better results than its rivals. What does this 
mean for modern managers?

The Business Model Canvas (BMC model) is a graphic presentation of a number 
of variables that show the values of an organization. The BMC model can be deploy-
ed as a strategy tool for the development of a new organization. Furthermore, it also 
analyses the (business) situation of an existing business. The BMC model was deve-
loped by the A. Osterwalder and Y. Pigneur12. And for authors of model it is a tool 
to improve of performance of an existing organization. At first glance, all aspects of 
the company are clear because of the visual aspect. By observing changes in indivi-
dual categories, an organization can adjust its value offer and structurally improve 
its strategy. For a new company (including start-ups), the BMC model lets to make 
clear decisions in advance. The BMC model template covers the following areas:

6  C. Zott, R. Amit, Designing Your Future Business Model: An Activity System Perspective, “Long Range 
Planning” 2010, No. 43(2-3).
7  H.W. Chesbrough, Open Innovation: the New Imperative for Creating and Profiting from Technology, 
Harvard Business Press, Boston 2003; H.W. Chesbrough, Business model innovation: opportunities and 
barriers, “Long Range Planning” 2010, No. 43 (2-3).
8  A. Osterwalder, Y. Pigneur, Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game Changers, 
and Challengers, John Wiley & Sons. Prencipe, New Jersey 2010; B. Demil, X. Lecocq, Business model 
evolution: in search of dynamic consistency, “Long Range Planning” 2010, No. 43.
9  C. Baden-Fuller, M. Morgan, Business models, “Long Range Planning” 2010, No. 43.
10  C. Markides, L. Sosa, Pioneering and first mover advantages: the importance of business models, 
“Long Range Planning” 2013, No. 46 (4-5).
11  R. Amit, C. Zott, Value Creation in e-Business, op. cit.
12  A. Osterwalder, Y. Pigneur, Designing business models and similar strategic objects: the contribution 
of IS, “Journal of the Association for Information Systems” 2013, No. 14(5).
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1. Customer Segments: Because organizations often provide services to 
more than one customer group, it is reasonable to divide them into customer 
segments. Key questions: Who are the customers? What do they think? See? Feel? 
Do? Which classes are you creating values for? Who is most important customer 
of company?

2. Value Propositions: The value proposition is about the core of a company’s 
right to exist; it meets the customer’s need. Key questions: What’s compelling about 
the proposition? Why do customers buy, use? What core value do you deliver to the 
customer? Which customer needs are you satisfying? 

3. Distribution channels: Channels to customers have five different stages: 
awareness of the product, purchase, delivery, evaluation, satisfaction and after sales. 
Key questions: How are these propositions promoted, sold and delivered? Why? Is it 
working? Through which channels that your customers want to be reached? Which 
channels work best? How much do they cost? 

4. Customer Relationships: This is a description of the relationships the com-
pany establish with clients when passing on value propositions. Key questions: How 
do you interact with the customer through their journey? What relationship that the 
target customer expects you to establish? 

5. Revenue Streams: The revenue streams are cost drivers. In addition to the 
revenue from the sale of goods, subscription fees, lease income, licensing, sponso-
ring and advertising may also be an option. Key questions: How does the business 
earn revenue from the value propositions? For what value are your customers wil-
ling to pay? What and how do they recently pay? How would they prefer to pay? 
How much does every revenue stream contribute to the overall revenues? 

6. Key Activities: By having a good knowledge of the core activities of a com-
pany, a  good understanding of the value proposition of the organization will be 
obtained. Key questions: What uniquely strategic things does the business do to de-
liver its proposition? What key activities does your value proposition require? What 
activities are most important in distribution channels, customer relationships, re-
venue stream…?

7. Key Resources: Resources, i.e. tangible and intangible assets, which compa-
ny must provide its clients with the right value. Key questions: What unique strate-
gic assets must the business have to compete? What key resources does your value 
proposition require? 

8. Key Partnerships: What can the company not do so it can focus on its key 
activities? Key questions: Who are your key partners/suppliers? What are the moti-
vations for the partnerships?
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9. Cost Structure: The cost structure considers economies of scale, constant 
and variable costs Key questions: What are the business’ major cost drivers? How 
are they linked to revenue?13

2. Research methodology

The success of business models cannot be separated from the mastery of certain 
entrepreneurial competencies required by a particular business. Business model-
ling is often on a very strategic level14. Business model and entrepreneurship are 
closely linked15. This means that managers who have entrepreneurial competence 
will conduct a business model to become successful. Furthermore, several studies 
have shown a significant influence of individual competence on firm performan-
ce16. Thus, entrepreneurship and business development are widely accepted as keys 
to building a more vibrant economy leading to national re-building17. Thus, suc-
cessful managers are those with competence18. The business model explains how 
each innovation can create a new market or disrupt the competitive advantage of 
its major competitors19. The competency has a direct influence more dominantly on 
the performance of employees compared to the function of leadership and organi-
zational culture20, whereas valuable competence, rare, difficult to imitate, and are 
difficult to be replaced are all factors that become a source of company excellence 
in competition with other companies21. It also makes the competency as a force that 
cannot be easily imitated by competitors22.

13  A. Osterwalder, A Better Way to Think About Your Business Model, https://hbr.org/2013/05/a-bet-
ter-way-to-think-about-yo.
14  M.D. Reuver, H. Bouwman, T. Haaker, Business Model Roadmapping: A Practical Approach to Come 
from an Existing To A  Desired Business Model, “International Journal of Innovation Management” 
2013, No. 17(01), https://doi.org/10.1142/S1363919613400069.
15  J. Freiling, Business model innovation - a concept between organizational renewal and industry trans-
formation, “Journal of Entrepreneurship, Management and Innovation” 2015, No. 11.
16  Y. Absah, Kompetensi: Sumberdaya Pendorong Keunggulan Bersaing Perusahaan, “Jurnal Manaje-
men Bisnis” 2008, No. 1(3).
17  R.B. Anderson, R.J. Giberson, Aboriginal entrepreneurship and economic development in Canada: 
thoughts on current theory and practice, [in:] G.H. Stiles, C.S. Galbraith (eds.), Ethic Entrepreneurship: 
Structure and Process, Emerald Group, Bingley 2003.
18  P. Fithri, A.F. Sari, Analisis Kompetensi Kewirausahaan Industri Kecil Suku Cadang di Kota Padang, 
“Journal Optimasi Sistem Industri” 2012, No. 11(2), https://doi.org/10.25077/josi.v11.n2.p279-292.2012.
19  J. Euchner, A. Ganguly, Business Model Innovation in Practice: A systematic approach to business model 
innovation can help capture value and reduce risks, “Research-Technology Management” 2014, No. 57(6).
20  P. Seemann, V. Farkašová, Coaching as a tool for improving the quality of managerial work. Globalization 
and its socio-economic consequences, [in:] Globalization and its socio-economic consequences: 15th interna-
tional scientific conference: proceedings, Part II., Rajecke Teplice, Slovak republic, 7th-8th October 2015.
21  M. Krajcovic, M.A. Stefanik, L. Dulina, Logistics Processes and Systems Design Using Computer 
Simulation, “Communications - Scientific Letters of the University of Zilina” 2016, No. 18(1A).
22  A. Micietova, M. Cillikova, J. Salaj, Influence of Some Selected Factors on Surface Quality when 
Cutting by Plasma and Laser Beam, “Journal of Machine Manufacturing: Design and Manufacturing” 
2009, No. 49(E3-E5).
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To make it easier for professionals to design a business model, the BMC model 
is becoming increasingly popular, being considered the most comprehensive busi-
ness model. It describes the economic aspect of the company through income and 
expenditure flows. It captures the places where costs and revenues are consumed 
and determines the value created for the customer. It allows you to explore business, 
formulate a business model, and also serves as a tool for innovation. 

For analysis, the authors took a company that focuses on the food, drink and 
tobacco industries, which it sells through its stores, collecting cash to sell goods. 
This type of sales belongs to the retail department. This means that the goods are 
sold from the warehouse via customer orders, this sale is made via invoice sales 
with a maturity of 14 to 30 days. Customers are various accommodation facilities, 
catering establishments, other retailers or amusement parks. Fig. 1 depicts SWOT 
analysis of this company. Fig. 2 shows a suggested strategy after SWOT analysis.

Figure 1. SWOT analysis of selected company
Rysunek 1. Analiza SWOT wybranej firmy

Source: own study based on conducted research.
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Figure 2. Suggested strategy (after SWOT analysis)
Rysunek 2. Sugerowana strategia (po analizie SWOT)

Source: own study based on conducted research.

The next tool which was used is an entrepreneur index. The entrepreneur index 
can be described as a tool to support the business environment in Slovakia. This tool 
is able to verify and analyse any enterprise doing business in the Slovak Republic. 
Entrepreneurs can check and get basic information about their competitors, but 
also about their business partners or suppliers. The Entrepreneur Index provides 
a detailed view of arrears in social and health insurance or taxes, whether the busi-
ness is not in bankruptcy or execution or other statements relating to the business. 
This tool is publicly available and the values it provides are calculated from publicly 
available sources, databases and registers.

The most important outputs of the Entrepreneur Index include the financial 
analysis of the company and the Entrepreneur Index itself. It focuses on the most 
important indicators that speak about the health of society. The Entrepreneur Index 
evaluates 17 indicators whose values can reach a maximum of 160 points. We have 
earned 12 points for the company under review. The value achieved for the compa-
ny in the Entrepreneur Index is 0.7813 which is on grade A. This category calls the 
economic condition of the company very good.
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The proposed business model (Fig. 3) for a company describes its key aspects, 
points out potential places for improving the existing business plan, its develop-
ment, but also for identifying its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. 

Figure 3. The proposed business model for the analysed company 
Rysunek 3. Proponowany model biznesowy dla analizowanej firmy

Source: own study based on conducted research.

3. Results and discussion
 
A positive figure suggests that strengths outweigh weaknesses as well as oppor-

tunities over threats. According to the graph from the SWOT analysis (Fig. 2), it fol-
lows that the position of the company is in the upper right quadrant, which means 
that the company has an ideal business environment. It may use an offensive strate-
gy in further planning and not be afraid to take advantage of these opportunities, as 
this position is likely to last in the near future. 

SWOT analysis provides a more objective view of the company’s current position in 
the area of its business by comparing its specific internal and external factors. From the 
outcome, it is possible to estimate the position of the competition as the external envi-
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ronment is the same for the company and its competitors. For example, if a company has 
a weaker position than a competitor, it will be one of the strengths of a competitor, so the 
remaining strengths and weaknesses of the competition could be estimated. 

After analysing the internal and external aspects of the company, it emerged that the 
company has a very good market position and it is recommended to use an offensive 
strategy. This means that with the position that the company has to be afraid of compe-
tition and should start to realize opportunities. Expansion of the clientele, extension of 
the assortment, cooperation with domestic producers, utilization of supplying power or 
start of own production can have a significant benefit for the company, which will sup-
port the further development of the company in addition to increasing profit. Also, the 
prevailing strengths over weaknesses predetermine it for success in this activity.

The results obtained from the entrepreneur index are identical to the results of 
the SWOT analysis. The company achieved mark A, which indicates its economic 
condition as very good. The Entrepreneur Index dealt with the company in a more 
complex and detailed way, and the result is the greater the informative value. It de-
picts a promising future for companies, which means that the goals set for sustaina-
ble development and profit growth are realistic. The entrepreneur’s index is publicly 
accessible; its good result can reach out to potential partners with whom long-term 
cooperation can be established. A detailed analysis of these aspects has described 
the strengths and weaknesses of the company and pointed out where changes can 
help achieve the goals. The key aspects are closely linked and a change in one view-
point may trigger further changes in other aspects. Changes in key partners, key 
activities, key activities, key resources, customer segments, distribution channels 
have a major impact on cost structure and revenue sources. Making changes requ-
ires funds that are included in costs, so you need to think carefully and consider 
whether the benefits outweigh these costs. The business model is also important in 
the fight against the competition, a comprehensive company description will help 
employees and partners understand key elements in achieving the company’s goal. 

The created BMC model will also result in a final financial plan for the company, 
which will address sales, revenues, costs and expenses for next year. The plan will be 
based primarily on statistics from previous years, but also on the planned changes 
resulting from the business model. When creating a business model, we realized 
what is important for a company to be able to face competition and here are some 
tips on what the company should focus on in the coming years:

•	 on improving communication with key partners,
•	 highlighting the importance of human resources for society and their ac-

curate appraisal,
•	 continuing training and education of staff,
•	 monitoring market changes and constantly innovating, modernizing and 

exploiting the latest technologies,
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•	 increase in advertising,
•	 work to reduce costs.
In addition to our advice, we also have a few suggestions that relate directly to 

these tips:
•	 increase in minimum supply price, extension of the range,
•	 increasing the number of own operations, reducing energy consumption.
Although the main activity of the company is the sale of goods, so inseparable 

part is the distribution of goods to wholesale customers. In addition to reducing 
logistics costs for company, there will be a number of benefits for the customer. The 
customer orders either a  larger quantity of goods and does not have to take over 
the goods so often, or orders a wider range to increase their customers’ satisfaction, 
as most wholesale customers continue to provide these to end consumers. Other 
benefits of fewer goods receipts are simplification of invoicing, not only a smaller 
number of invoices but also lower fees for payment of these invoices. This proposal 
is followed by another, which consists in expanding the range. Although the compa-
ny has a wide assortment, there are areas of goods that are becoming more popular 
and need to be brought closer to the customer. 

Summary

The strategy of the traditional approach to development of company is based on 
the business plan and its implementation. When someone decides to start a business, 
probably he has a clear idea how his want to sell the product (how big the market is 
for whom the product or as a priority is intended). Failure often comes at a moment 
when the potential investor or partner asks: How you want to achieve defined goals? 

Start-ups, especially if it is their first start-up attempt, is not sure about the stra-
tegy “how go to market”. That is why it is necessary to clarify the budding entre-
preneur all follow-up steps connected with process of growth on the market and 
earning money. The base is apply the basic rule - the entrepreneur must have a well-
-developed plan, properly consulted with relevant mentors, which will be actualise 
in the future. The entrepreneur can either to use basic strategic methods to build 
his plan or business model by himself. So, BMC model is the tool which can help 
managers to plan of development of existing company, but also new entrepreneurs 
which have not experience in market activity.
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